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Deputy Speaker: Honourable Leah Malot! 

Hon. Malot: Mr. Speaker Sir I beg to give the Notice of the following Motion;  

Aware that museums ensure understanding and appreciation of various cultures and help 

future generations comprehend their history and recognize the achievement of those who 

came before them; Further aware that museums promote better understanding of our 

collective heritage and foster dialogue, curiosity and self-reflection; Concerned that 

currently there is no policy formulation that can guide the identification or preservation of the 

County’s rich cultural heritage; Noting that museums are institutions mandated with 

conserving, protecting and displaying artefacts from our past and thus preserving our rich 

heritage which might otherwise be lost to private collectors or to time itself; Cognizant that 

the envisaged museum can be expanded and modernized to include virtual exhibits and high 

resolution images of collections that can enable patrons study and explore them from any 

location through the internet: This County Assembly urges the County government of Uasin 

Gishu through the Department of Education, Culture and Social services toestablish a County 

museum whose mandate amongst other functions would be to collect, preserve, interpret and 

display items of artistic, cultural and scientific significance for the education and information 

to the public.  

Thank you. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Malot. That Motion, Honourable Members, will 

be moved at an appropriate time on our order paper. 
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Deputy Speaker: Honourable Malot! 

Hon. Malot: Thank you Mr. Speaker Sir, I beg to move of the following Motion; 

 Aware that museums ensure understanding and appreciation of various cultures and help 

future generations comprehend their history and recognize the achievement of those who 

came before them; Further aware that museums promote better understanding of our 

collective heritage and foster dialogue, curiosity and self-reflection; Concerned that 

currently there is no policy formulation that can guide the identification or preservation of the 

County’s rich cultural heritage; Noting that museums are institutions mandated with 

conserving, protecting and displaying artefacts from our past and thus preserving our rich 

heritage which might otherwise be lost to private collectors or to time itself; Cognizant that 

the envisaged museum can be expanded and modernized to include virtual exhibits and high 

resolution images of collections that can enable patrons study and explore them from any 

location through the internet: This County Assembly urges the County government of Uasin 

Gishu through the Department of Education, Culture and Social services to establish a 

County museum whose mandate amongst other functions would be to collect, preserve, 

interpret and display items of artistic, cultural and scientific significance for the education 

and information to the public.  

Thank you. 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, this Motion is very important to this County because it will help in different 

perspectives. First it will help in the collection of the revenue and job creation amongst the 

youth. In this matter there will be reduction of idleness among our youth by which, in this 

matter, the security status of this country will be foreseen and the social and economic growth 

of the country also will be seen. Museums also, especially the agricultural museums, will 

help educate and impart educational and culture effectively in our children. We realize that in 

Uasin Gishu County, we are surrounded by several institutions or educational institutions 

among them the Moi University, University of Eldoret, Kisii University, Mount Kenya and 

others. These institutions will be beneficial if this museum is going to be put up in Eldoret 

because there will be students who may need to use it for research.  

Mr. Speaker, Sir, you realize that our children of this generation may not even know that our 

old grandparents used to use animals to plough the land, our old grandparents used to use old 

items as plates or for cooking. So we realize this museum will help so that we can collect 

these things and put them in place so that our children could really know where we have 

come from and where we are at the time. At the same time it will promote cultural resources 

in the context of social and economic development. Eldoret which is the town of Uasin Gishu 

is the centre of other towns like Kitale, Iten, Kapsabet and, many others and if we do this, if 

we put this museum here - especially the Agricultural museum - it will help in tourism and 

this will help our county to grow in revenue.  

Mr. Speaker, Sir, with those, I would request honourable Julius Sang from Megun Ward to 

second the Motion. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, honourable Malot. Honourable Julius, I know you just entered 

but you can as well proceed and second this Motion. 

Hon. Sang, K: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I rise to second this Motion that has been moved by 

our colleague Mheshimiwa Malot. In seconding this Motion we realize that our County 

especially our city Eldoret, of the five cities in Kenya, is only Uasin Gishu and Eldoret in 



particular that does not have a museum. So it is the right time for us as an assembly to move 

this very important project and request the County government of Uasin Gishu, first of all, to 

allocate land for this particular purpose and, number two, to build this very important 

activity. Traditional role of museums is to collect objects and materials of cultural, religious 

and historical importance. This part of history especially in our community is lacking. We 

have so many aspects of our history that is slowly fading away. If we have a museum in this 

County, that will help restore the dignity, preserve our history and our heritage. So I want to 

support this Motion and say that it is high time that we had a museum in this town and 

especially because this part of the country is so rich in history, it is so rich, it is so rich in 

potential especially for the talents that we have in the local talents. We have our runners, for 

example. Some of our elite runners in 20, 30 years to come, some of the names will not be 

known but they have done this country very proud. If we have a museum we will keep alive 

their names and what they did for this country. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I support this Motion and say that we wish that we have this very soon.  

Lastly, I wish to say what we are proposing now is something that will keep us in future. I am 

talking about even the Hansard; the deliberations of this House in 100 years we want to have 

all the deliberations that we have had in this assembly and even in the past assembly so that 

they are kept for posterity.  

So with those few remarks, Mr. Speaker, I second this Motion. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Member for Megun. Honourable Members, a 

Motion has been moved and seconded and therefore I propose a question. 

(Question proposed) 

Ensuing debate! 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Member for Tembelio! 

Hon. Kigen: Thank you so much, Honourable Speaker. I stand also to support this Motion. 

In fact this is a Motion that I will say would have --- this is the best time for this Motion. I 

wish we had brought it long ago but I think God’s timing is always the best. I want to 

congratulate and thank the mover of this Motion honourable Leah Malot for bringing this 

Motion. Indeed Uasin Gishu County doesn’t have a museum. This is a prayer for many 

people for many many years but today I want to say when I saw this Motion, I smiled in my 

heart because it reminds me of who I am and where we came from and possibly it is going to 

give me an opportunity to really identify my roots. A museum will not only serve as a place 

to preserve and excite but, as somebody has said, the mover has said rightly is that most of 

our students have heard those who are studying subjects relative to museum have always 

gone through a lot of difficulties. Perhaps the nearest here I would say is maybe Kitale and 

indeed Kitale is not very near from here. So I would really say that this is an opportunity for 

us as a County really to maximize and exploit the potential that we have as far as museum, 

artefacts, cultural or traditional is concerned.  

As honourable Sang said, the other day when we were discussing about --- when we were 

seeing the marathon, when we were in Machakos we saw a very old Mzee running and we 

were told he was 75 years old, running the marathon. And if you would be told and even if I 

say this august House that how many of us know - is it Bildad Temo? How many of us know 

Kiprugut? You know such things. This is an opportunity for us to really enrich and reinforce 

our culture. It would be an opportunity also that we might return some of our artefacts that 



were taken by the British and the Colonial government when they were in Kenya. You 

remember a few years ago, through the efforts of our boys, we were able to get part of the 

things that Koitalel Samoei, which were brought from London. Honourable Speaker, in fact 

there was a lot of effort that was done so that we were able to return some of Koitalel 

Samoei’s artefacts. We were told there are several more in London. I think I will also get an 

opportunity. My great great grandfather Kimoning Arap Cherono, we were also told that the 

British and the colonial government took the shield. So this will be a great opportunity that 

perhaps we will repatriate our cultural artefacts which are in foreign and colonial lands and it 

would really help to show our children and even us and make us proud of our rich culture. 

I would want to urge the Members that we approve this Motion and ensure that we follow it 

to finality. I would even want to say it is good that it has come at the right time before even 

the supplementary has been done, so that we will ensure the establishment of a policy by the 

relative department that we put more funds on this item to ensure that we have a Museum in 

this County.  

Apart from all those, Honourable Speaker, there is also the element of financial aspect. The 

mover of this Motion has talked about tours. Those people who come or tourists bring a lot of 

money to their destination. In Eldoret or this County, only tourists who come perhaps come 

and sleep at our hotels on transit but there are no places, there are no sites that tourists visit in 

this County. A few years ago I had an opportunity to go to Brazil for the Olympics and when 

you are in Rio de Janeiro, there is a mountain which has the sculpture of Jesus Christ which is 

made into a cross; it is in a place called Corcovado. I had an opportunity to visit that 

sculpture and let me tell you there is nothing, there is nothing much; it is only that the 

character of Jesus Christ in that mountain, and let me tell you, honourable Speaker, I asked 

the attendant how many people visit this site. I was shocked. I was told an average of 45 

million people visit that site in a year. Assume that the people who visit that site pay sh100; 

that will translate into millions of money which ordinarily our County will receive. We can as 

well put such a thing at Mount Sergoit and tourists will visit, so we can also do it at 

Chebororwa. We can also put it at Koromosho, or at Ngeria Falls. We have the sites or 

Statungas in Kesses. This will give us an opportunity to exploit and maximise those avenues 

and opportunities which we can exploit in terms of cultural diversity and let me tell you 

Uasin Gishu will be lucky because the Uasin Gishu we know is a cosmopolitan area. If all 

these other communities who are in Uasin Gishu will plan that museum, it will be a plan of 

the year; it will one that you can compare to none.  

So, Honourable Speaker, I want to strongly support this Motion and I would wish to urge 

Members that we indeed support for us to have the first museum in this County. Thank you 

so much. 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Keitany! 

Hon. Keitany: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for this opportunity. If there is any Motion that I can 

say I am ready to support even a hundred times, this is Motion brought by honourable Leah 

Malot. As honourable Pius has said, the nearest museum is the one which is in Kitale, which 

is in Trans-Nzoia County which is almost 90 kms from Eldoret town. If you consider the cost 

which we incur most of the time when our children visit this museum, we are using a lot of 

money and, with this Motion, I am very sure if it is going to be implemented, we are going to 

save a lot of money and at the same time we are going to make a lot of money, the way 

honourable Pius has just stated. Also if we can come up with this project I am very sure we 

are going to receive a lot of tourists in this County and, as the chair of trade, I know my 



people, the business community will also benefit because if they come to this place, I am very 

sure if they are coming from a place like Nairobi County or Nyeri County, they will have to 

stay even for a day or two days and by doing that I am very sure they have to look for 

accommodation and at least my people will get something from that. This thing is also going 

to create employment for our youths. As we all understand, we all know that at the moment 

we have so many youths who have already graduated; they have masters, some of them with 

even PHDs but they have not been employed. So when we come up with these things, with 

this museum, it is going to assist our youth. I am very sure that is going to assist many of 

them. I was thinking that if our County might feel like having a place to put this museum I, as 

the MCA of Sergoit Ward, I will try all the best to make sure that there is a land for this 

museum. So I will really do the best but I know because we are rich and we have a lot of 

money, let us look for somewhere where we can have this project of the museum and let us 

do it as soon as possible; let us give a priority to this project. 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Sir, and I also take this opportunity also to thank the mover of this 

Motion honourable Leah Malot. Thank you. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you. 

Honourable Member for Cheptiret/ Kipchamo! 

Hon. Tenai: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Sir, for giving me this time to give my contribution to 

this very important Motion this afternoon. When the mover of this Motion was actually 

moving the Motion I just thought of that museum in Kitale where, when I was in high school 

majority of us --- I was just in a nice school in Nandi, a school known as Lelmokwo Boys. So 

when we were talking about having a trip to a certain place, majority of us were saying we 

will be going to Kitale Museum. Little did I know that at a certain time when I would be the 

member of the County assembly, we would be thinking of having a museum in Uasin Gishu 

County.  

I want to support this Motion because it is in line with the Constitution; it is in line with the 

County Governments Act. If you see the Fourth Schedule part two where it talks about the 

functions of the County government, you realize that number four talks about the cultural 

activities and in that number four there are some other subsequent parts that have been given 

to the County government including but not limited even to the museums. So this is actually a 

worthy Motion because it really touches on the functions of the County government and I 

want to say that Uasin Gishu County we have had a lot of historical events happening here 

and there but we don’t have either a museum or an archive to keep those historical events. 

When the mover of this Motion was actually presenting, I just thought of Leah Malot that I 

used to hear as an athlete and I really remembered where our renowned athlete known as 

Kipchoge Keino is. We were blessed and best placed at that time. We could have even had to 

know how Kipchoge Keino manoeuvred to be among the world renowned athletes by even 

having his shoe at the museum. We could have people from abroad coming to visit this 

particular place just because they want to know how Kipchoge Keino was putting on the shoe 

to run to become a renowned athlete and we are blessed in this House that we have also 

athletes like the likes of honourable Singoei, who is the Member of County Assembly for 

Ng’enyilel. I have just also thought about my home area. Initially when I was born we had 

two huts; you couldn’t compare which one was the kitchen and which one was a bigger 

house. Traditionally it used to be --- we had a small hut which was round.  My mother used to 

call the other one the kitchen and the other one was the main house. Now after sometime you 

know the blessings that we have received as human beings, because we have gone to church, 



we have gone to school, we have actually changed everything in that particular place. Now 

we are proud maybe of having a permanent house and I have seen this happening. 

Also all these Honourable Members must have come from some kind of houses. Now in 

future our children will not know the types of houses that we used to live in. so this museum 

actually will bring education to our children to know, ‘my father at one time used to live in 

such a small house’, because it will no longer be there. When I was young I also remember 

the types of granaries that we had as people from Uasin Gishu County. Currently those types 

of granaries are no longer here, so the only place we can have these granaries is by way of 

having a museum just for purposes of promoting history. I also thought about --- there was 

something that we used to be given before this enamel came; there was something made of 

some sort of wild grass which was used to put some ugali inside and majority of our children 

now don’t know that we come from a certain place, so this museum will assist such children 

to know that at one time people lived this way.  

Currently these County Assembly Members who have gone for participation in music --- 

what I thought about the music museum. You know there are different types of museums. 

When you read about the museum, there are different types of museums. We can still have 

the music museum where you will hear the Kalenjin legends that were sung by our elderly 

people. We currently have the renowned artiste here known as Mwalimu Kendagor; some 

years to come some of this music was played and majority of you as Honourable Members 

have won their seats in their respective wards, so it reaches a time where it will be an 

educational kind of a thing because our children will know Honourable Member so and so 

got to be elected as a Member of a County assembly because he played this song. These are 

songs you will find in the museum. 

The other thing is that we have the historical and the scientific museums where if we really 

sit as Members of the County assembly here and pass this very important Motion, many 

things will just come in apart from creating employment where everybody is focused in terms 

of creating employment because majority of you must have promised the voters in their 

respective wards that we will look for employment. The best and the most important way of 

looking for this employment is to create employment. As much as we are creating 

employment through this museum, we are also enriching this County by way of collecting the 

revenue because many people will just think of visiting this County of Champions. Apart 

from coming to see this County of champions, they would actually want to identify 

themselves with a certain part which is actually the museum, for purposes. If it means 

learning about Uasin Gishu County, if it means actually going there for amusement, if it 

means going there to relax, we will have all those issues in that particular place.  

So I want to congratulate the mover of this Motion, the honourable Leah Malot and the 

seconder who is the member for County assembly for Megun, for this very important Motion 

which I believe, if implemented, will solve a lot of issues within Uasin Gishu County so that 

next time, you know when I was here when these instruments that were used by the Kalenjin 

legend, the late Orkoiyot Koitalel Arap Samoei, the first place which those items were 

presented to mwananchi was here in Eldoret. So if we had a museum maybe it could be those 

items could be stored in Eldoret.  

So I think, Mr. Speaker, Sir, I support this Motion and say it is actually the right time to make 

sure that this Motion is implemented to its totality. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Sir. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you. Honourable Member for Kapseret / Simat! 



Hon. Korir, E. K: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise also to support this Motion. This is a very 

important Motion this afternoon in the sense that even if you look at history of our Kalenjin 

or the Nandi we used to have grass-thatched houses which are no more today. And if we 

don’t establish a place where to build even one in the few coming years our children will be 

travelling very far for them to see even a grass-thatched house. Museum or to establish a 

museum doesn’t require maybe more resources; it is only to collect these artistic and cultural 

items. In my ward, that is, Kapseret/ Simat we have a group of women that has established a 

small house; they call it Lengubche in Kalenjin. That is a Kalenjin name where if you enter 

that small grass-thatched house, you will be shown several things, which I know most of 

these Members have never even seen. They will see maybe tools of war that used to belong to 

a kalenjin man; you will be shown also dressings that used to be worn by a Kalenjin woman. 

Mr. Speaker, you will see several things; you will see arrangement of a Nandi house where 

children used to stay or to sleep from a different room. Father used to sleep maybe in a 

different side. You will see several things and actually when this Motion came in today that 

maybe if we don’t establish it in time, we will have private enterprises or sectors setting up a 

museum, which will have beaten us as a County.  

I urge our County, through the Department of Culture and Education, that we should establish 

a museum where we will get to learn several things that we have never seen in our life. 

I support this Motion that also since we have not done a supplementary budget, we should 

consider this. We will also make history that the second assembly of Uasin Gishu County 

established a museum. This, Mr. Speaker, I support. Thank you. 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable member for Soy! 

Hon. Talam: Mr. Speaker, Sir, thank you for giving me this time to also contribute to this 

important Motion of today. I arise to give my compliments on this important Motion. as my 

colleagues have just debated, I totally support this Motion because when I reflect back to our 

tribe, that is, the Nandi and other Kalenjin sub-tribes tribes have got a very rich culture that 

needs to be protected and needs to be conserved for a future generation. This country called 

Kenya our forefathers fought for independence. Koitalel Samoei, for instance, led the Nandi 

warriors to fight the establishment of the Railway across the Kalenjin land or rather the Nandi 

land and this is the time we have to show, to reflect back on those heroes who sacrificed their 

time to fight to safeguard their territory from the invasion of the white men.  And I think if 

we established a museum, our young generation will be able to learn and know how far we 

have come from as a Kalenjin sub- tribe. We all support the establishment of a museum and it 

is our prayer, if the same is considered, it should be built in a bigger portion so that we can 

have even a parking space for visitors and even a hotel inside that museum so that you can 

collect what it entails to furnish the museum so that our children, as some of my colleagues 

have just said, will not be going far to view what they want to learn about.  

So, Mr. Speaker, Sir, this one we must give a priority because it involves our youth getting 

knowledge about our tribes and other sub- tribes living in this County. So, Mr. Speaker, Sir, I 

stand to support this Motion. 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Jane, I have seen you Honourable Whip! 

Hon. Jebet: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to support this Motion. We live in a generation now 

where children don’t even speak our languages anymore. Basically our children have been 

socialised by television, by their friends, by their peers, by schools and the socialization that 

our children are receiving is actually predominantly based on the western world; it is based 



on the western idea, on the western societies. You don’t want children watching cartoons in 

their homes where they are looking at what is happening here at home.  Most of our children 

who watch cartoons today watch things that are based on the social ideologies and the social 

culture. Having a museum in Uasin Gishu County today will mean that we are giving our 

children back the heritage, we are taking away from what society itself has engrained in the 

children, so that they are able to realize and they are able to appreciate where they came 

from. It is very sad that people will pay thousands of shillings, tens or hundreds of thousands 

of shillings to go to Disneyland to go and watch Mickey Mouse yet here we are in Uasin 

Gishu with a culture that is diverse; a culture that is beautiful, a culture that is in into each 

and every single member in this House.  

So, Mr. Speaker, Sir, I think it would be exceptionally wrong for us to let down the future 

generation of our children so that our kids do not know what it is to maal kot, as they say in 

Kalenjin, or what it is that our forefathers and our ancestors went through.  

I think it will go further than even being a disappointment to us. I think it will be a 

disappointment to our ancestors because then we will have a generational gap where our 

children no longer know our heritage of where we came from and, at the end of the day, they 

say it is always very important to look to the past in order to know where we are going. 

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I rise to strongly support this Motion. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you. Honourable Whip! 

Hon. Singoei: Thank you, Honourable Speaker, for giving me this opportunity to also make 

my contributions toward this very important Motion that has been moved by honourable Leah 

Malot a nominated MCA. I ran with Honourable Leah Malot for many years. She was in the 

field a lot of people thought will never retire and I was privileged to have been her colleague 

there. Now she is in this House moving a very important Motion talking about our heritage. I 

stand to support this Motion with all my might because there are so many things that a lot of 

us know; even the old people there are a lot of stuff that they know that our young generation 

even those of us who are seated in this House don’t know. There is a man --- if you go to 

Ng’enyilel there is a place called Plot Number One; it is called Kapchebose. Arap Chebose is 

a man who was so huge. Even if somebody had a picture now people will wonder what kind 

of a human being that guy was because I understand the shield - you know the shield that the 

Kalenjin used to use when they go to war - cannot be carried by members who are in this 

House and it was carried by one, that man. It is so huge and it is somewhere, honourable 

Speaker. We need to bring it to that museum. So I think it is quite in order that we need to 

understand and we also need to learn to understand what this man called Arap Chebose ate; 

what kind of food. you find that we are now running up and down treating cancer, treating all 

kinds of ailments and because we have deviated from what our people used to eat and so this 

is one very important place that we will teach our children that our forefathers, huge people 

like a man called Arap Mutai who carried 200 kilos of salt from Kitale town to Moi’s Bridge 

to Entebbe. When a Mzungu gave him salt, he said, ‘look for a vehicle,’ he just put it on his 

shoulder and walked all around all the way to around 40kms. So when Muzungu arrived, he 

told me he had already arrived there - no matatu; he carried it himself, 200 kilos of salt. Who 

can do that? We need to understand what that guy used to eat and there are so many stories 

that we don’t know. There are three gentlemen who ate a whole bull in three days, a whole 

bull, very big fat bull, they ate that bull in three days. What kind of human beings were they? 

We need to understand them and there is no way of knowing the kind of people we had, the 

kind of cultures, the kind of beliefs or What the Kalenjin people believed. For A Kalenjin 

man or woman a yes was a yes and a no was a no; how was that instilled? You heard the 



other day when people were going to The Hague - I cannot remember which campaign period 

that was 2013 - they said these people organized themselves, they had an army. It was not an 

army. It is the culture which is now running away. At night you could walk and know this is 

your person and this is not your person - how do you identify. So some of these things we 

need to instil in our children and the only way is having something in that museum, an 

educational centre in that museum to teach our children on how even the kind of diet, the 

kind of behaviour. Nowadays you find gentlemen or even ladies saying let us go and meet 

and discuss and when you see them five of them seated in a table, honourable Speaker, you 

will be shocked; everybody is on his own mobile, doing something called whatssup and 

Facebook and what and they are actually meeting to discuss. Then after the meeting they say 

let us meet tomorrow yet they have not even said a word to each other. What kind of a 

meeting is that? Our culture is eroding. We need to have it somewhere so that people can 

know when to communicate. When you are with your other colleagues, it is very important 

you leave everything, leave your phone and talk to your fellow man, talk to your fellow 

woman, discuss, know what is happening. Nowadays we don’t even ask how home is or How 

the children are. You say ‘hi’ ‘hi’. 

I think Honourable Jane knows that she stayed in England for quite some time and I am very 

proud of her because she still speaks the language. So it is very important that we have this 

museum. We go to Kitale to see snakes, yet we have snakes here that no man has seen. They 

are somewhere. We will look for them and have a place where we have also a snake museum 

somewhere in Uasin Gishu; a lot of people will be coming. These Europeans when they had 

kings who were living in the palace, if you go to England - and I know honourable Jane will 

agree with me - they have a lot of palaces and Leah has been to Europe and those palaces 

now collect a lot of money; what happened to our palace? Where is Koitalel Samoei’s 

palace? We should be getting money from there and who was actually leading this Wareng? 

Who was the king here? Where did he leave? Do we have something to show? We don’t?  So 

we need even if it means recreating and building a hut or a palace for our king who was 

maybe an elder here, we need to do it. Things which are not helpful to us --- we just not ask 

our children to follow that because I know there are also certain traditions that are not 

beneficial to our children but I know 99.9% of our culture is not beneficial to us and our 

future generation, so we need ---. When we talk about this athlete, we only know Kipchoge 

which is very important because that was a man who actually brought Kenya - at the 

independence - brought Kenyan map in the limelight but since Kipchoge, do you know we 

have had a lot of champions, but if we do not put them somewhere we are going to forget 

them.  This Leah Malot is not a joke; you see her seated here you think she is a simple girl. 

No! This is a very important person and so to many others we will simply forget them.  

So I think, Honourable Speaker, I stand to support this Motion and let it not end here. 

Honourable Speaker, let us follow it so that we also assist the executive to implement this 

Motion to the letter. Thank you so much. 

Deputy Speaker: Honourable Kendagor! 

Hon. Kendagor: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I arise to support this Motion and I want to thank the 

Honourable Member who moved the Motion. It is a very important Motion. Museum is 

something very important; it is an income generating --- I am wondering why we have not 

established it in Uasin Gishu. Our children are going to Kitale Museum just to tour and to 

learn about our heritage; they go to Nairobi to learn about the heritage; why not Uasin Gishu 

which is a cosmopolitan County?  



We should have established and we shall get a lot of heritage from different communities. It 

will be an income generating for the County. We are imitating things which our former 

people, our former honoured people were using or were doing. For example we still use or 

honour the clothing. When we want to honour somebody we look for ceremonial clothes 

which will honour that person. If we are still imitating those things why don’t we, as a 

County, establish a museum and we shall cooperate, we shall put our things there. It will be a 

learning resource place for our people: for elderly, for grown-up, for our children.  

So, Mr. Speaker, Sir, I stand to support the Motion. It is a very important Motion and I wish it 

could even go very fast to the executive and you can even put a budget for it and we can look 

for a place and establish.  

Thank you and I want to thank the Honourable Member once again for that very wise 

thought. Thank you. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Kendagor. Honourable Malot, you can have a 

right of reply. Maybe by appreciating the Members you can still put more flesh on your 

Motion before I put the question. 

Hon. Malot: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Sir. I want to take this opportunity to thank the 

Honourable Members for putting a lot of efforts in this and seconding this Motion and that 

you realize that it is a very important issue that we really need to get into it. We really need to 

go into it and look at the laws and the provision of these museums. There are so many types 

of museums, as our Honourable Member from Cheptiret/ Kipchamo has said, and this we will 

look into and put more effort and we will need to do more research on this so that this 

museum can be implemented and built in our County, and, as you had said that we have so 

many athletes who are retired, I among them, we need to put our clothing there, we need to 

put our shoes, we need to put a lot of things. When tourists come to this County, they don’t 

know where to get Ezekiel Kemboi, they don’t know where to get Kipchoge Keino and many 

others but if we have this museum, Mr. Speaker, Sir, we realize that they are able to know 

what kind of shoes these athletes used to win, what kind of clothing these athletes used to put 

on and this will bring a lot of revenue to our county. This will see our county growing in 

terms of culture, in terms of education, in terms of learning resource centre and in terms of 

research for our children.  

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, Sir, I want to thank each one of you for the contribution and the 

support they put to this Motion. Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Sir. 

Deputy Speaker: Thank you, Honourable Malot. Honourable Members, before I put the 

question I seek your indulgence and do one communication that immediately after this 

session, Honourable Members, we remain here for a communication from the Deputy Leader 

of Majority in view of visiting the family of our Honourable Member, Honourable Singoei. 

I now put the question, Honourable Members. 

(Question put and agreed to) 

Deputy Speaker: This Motion has been taken and it will be the concern of the department. I 

am urging the Chair for this Committee to do a follow-up over the same matter so that this 

museum can be established. 

ADJOURNMENT 



Deputy Speaker: There being no other business on our order paper, Honourable Members, 

the House stands adjourned until tomorrow at 9.00 AM 

The House rose at 3.44 PM. 

 


